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DRIVING
magazine is honoured to
be described by those in
the harness world as their
‘carriage driving bible’, a term
which reflects the magazine’s unrivalled
coverage of all aspects of the carriage
driving domain. From its traditional roots
to its more modern aspects, Carriage
Driving magazine covers all the carriage
driving disciplines, with in depth articles,
absorbing interviews and expert advice,

as well as articles on carriage driving
history and its fascinating traditions. With
outstanding content and boasting strong
links with all the carriage driving societies
and associations, Carriage Driving is able
to offer its readers an unequalled insight
into the world of carriage driving.
Uniquely passionate about their sport,
our readers are keen to find out about
equine related products or services which
offer that extra something to fuel their
passion, helps them top the line-up, or

just to care for the beloved harness horses
or ponies a bit better, so if you want
to promote your business or sell your
range of products in the world of carriage
driving – then Carriage Driving magazine
is the place to be seen!

Georgie Green,
Editor, Carriage Driving

Why is Carriage Driving unique?

Georgie Green,
Editor

georgie.green@markallengroup.com
01722 717025
Carriage Driving readers are passionate
about their sport. As a lifelong equestrian,
Editor, Georgie Green is determined the
magazine not only encompasses the
wide and varying disciplines but is always
there ensure readers are up to date with
what is happening in their world.

Carriage Driving is the only monthly
magazine dedicated entirely to sport
and recreation with the harness horse.
Trusted, respected and loved throughout
the whole of the international driving
community, Carriage Driving puts
quality content at the core of its editorial
intent and remains the only essential
publication for the driving enthusiast.
• Published for over 32 years
• Recognised as the most authoritative
carriage driving title within the
international driving community
• Unrivalled coverage of every part of
the carriage driving scene

The Carriage Driving reader
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British Scurry and
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popularity
set to soar

With an age span which covers
everything from juniors to
octogenarians and beyond, our readers
range from those that have a general
interest in carriage driving, to those
participating at the highest level of
competition. The magazine enjoys

a loyal following, with readers often
contributing articles, letters, and reports,
and all the main carriage driving
organisations actively participating in
the magazine’s content, making it the
most comprehensive carriage driving
magazine available in the UK.

Circulation, distribution and reach
Carriage dogs try out
competition: BCDS a new
Trec
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Carriage Driving’s readership profile
spans all ages, social backgrounds and
occupations, from landed gentry and
those with Royal connections, to the
local carriage driver. The magazine
boasts strong associations with all
the major driving organisations, built
up over many years, and is held in
exceptionally high esteem because
of this. Between them our readers

@CarriageMag

own a total of over 27,000 horses and
ponies and nearly 15,000 carriages.
Carriage Driving is the only monthly
magazine published in the UK which
is distributed and enjoyed worldwide
which is wholly dedicated to the world
of the harness horse. The magazine
has also established a highly-engaged
and interactive audience through its
social channels.

/ CarriageDrivingMag

Superb updates, reports and knowledgeable articles;
well written and positioned by excellent,
knowledgeable contributors and reporters.
Neil Wray

Carriage Driving has been serving the
driving community for over 32 years.
Our comprehensive monthly guide to
sport and recreation with the harness
horse is the perfect companion to any
enthusiast. Inside every issue, our
readers discover:
• Unrivalled coverage of both the
national and international carriage
driving scene, written by a panel of
expert writers.
• Fascinating insights into the history
and traditions of carriage driving
• Packed full of stunning
photography from events and shows
• Focus on the up-and-coming stars
and lives of the sports’ best known
personalities
• Expert training advice on driving
skills for all levels and equine
management from accredited
instructors and coaches
Every issue is published digitally for
mobile, tablet and desktop, allowing
our readers to download and search
through thousands of articles when
on the move.
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UNDER 12hh

Calypso – the fun
to drive pony

ROUTES
CARRIAGE DRIVING

D

riving a 15-year-old Shetland is
very different from her previous
horse, a Dutch Warmblood, for
Diana Irwin. Easily recognised
on the BC national circuit for
and swishy tail, Bella gave
dressage
her fantastic
sold on to
Diana much success before being
Chris Patrick.
many more ‘mature’ drivers,
like
However,
for Calypso
Diana had another role in mind
well as being
when looking to downsize; as
Diana’s
herself,
pony
small
the
drive
to
able
also derive
grandchildren, nephew and niece
little mare who
much pleasure from the perky
in Essex two
arrived at Diana’s family farm
five, has been
years ago. Grandson Charlie, now
for the past
eld
fi
able to lead Calypso out to her
with Diana
year and drives her in double reins,
Lucy
holding the spare set. Three-year-old
and mane, while
enjoys brushing the mare’s tail
brother is
Charlie and Lucy’s 12-month-old
waiting in the wings for his turn.
does most
Diana’s niece, 12-year-old Rozina
her round during
with Calypso, capably driving
“Rozina will
warm-up at indoor competitions.
” said Diana.
possibly do some indoor events,
drive Calypso
“It’s good experience for her to
qualifier
Above: Competing at an indoor
on Calypso.’s
Below left: Diana has worked hard
gives it her all at the
dressage. Below right: Calypso
Indoor Championships

The joy of
pleasure driving

Diana.
obstacles with a small pony,” explained in
place
Her own reward came with a fourth
at Keysoe earlier
the Small Pony Championship
this year.
vehicle
Nigel Sycamore built the low gravity
Calypso and
with pneumatic tyres drawn by
her round the
Not for sale
in the summer Diana can drive
on the BC
winter. “She’s
Calypso was advertised for loan
farm, resorting to local lanes in
since the
machinery.
Forum, being owned by Jo Bassett
with farm
and
c
traffi
in
Th
great
is
month
sees us introduce a new
at foot. “I’ve
boots on her front
mare was three and with a foal
series of articles outlining
Calypso’s unshod but I put carriage
I’ll just have
to myselfroutes you might like
put herdriving
tried to buy her but Jo says no.
to try
feet when getting her fit. I can
her back!”
around
to hang on to her until Jo wants
although there’s always someone
of the farm’s
needed,”
laughed Diana who shows some
the yard to give me a hand when he great majority of carriage drivers be sure that
Angus
the tracks are not only passable
in this country could be termed
220 head of cattle comprising Aberdeen
said Diana.
but have a good footing and
“I’m
‘pleasure
grass so
have no obvious
drivers’ - that is their
and British Limousin in the summer.
be very careful with the
to
have
pitfalls
“I
- hills are not too steep, too
greatest
indoors
enjoyment comes from
long,
never
She
quite competitive so enjoy driving
slippery underhoof etc. You
Calypso has a field in our garden. going outatwith
can benefit from
hard on her
youa few like-minded
whinnying
other
people’s
friends
character,
in the winter. I’ve worked really
knowledge here, for example,
on a planned drive on recognised
nips, and is a proper
by
quite difficult for
following the routes we will
wonderful
-roadhas
routes.
dressage although collection is
We are hoping, therefore,
outline or by talking
time to come in.offShe
it’s
when
to
marking
at
to
other
introduce
drivers familiar with the area
she
a newwell,
series” in
and travels
which we outline
a Shetland. Judges are getting better
you
stable manners and loads
wish to explore. In the first
drives of a decent length in
will reward
instance, you must
various
drive!”
to
fun
parts
much
of
Shetlands in driven dressage, they
so
establish where there is a
the country, also making
added. “She’s just
suitable area to unbox
doing
these available on the
and box horses
changes in pace, and it’s a lot easier
Equifor

home. It’s just
in a different atmosphere from
her,” she added,
great that the children can drive
mentioning that her nephew, 10-year-old
James, also has a go.

T

to find accommodation for
large numbers of
people and horses.
In the same vein, whoever
leads the drive
needs not only to know the
route but should
be able to set and maintain
a suitable pace for
everyone. It is fine if his/her
horse is particularly
forward-going with a big
stride, just so long as
he/she will be happy to wait
at the top of hills,
say, or at the end of a long
track while others
catch up. Everyone should
know any ‘foibles’ of
others peoples’ horses - some
hate anything or
body coming up beside or
close behind them.

website www.equifor.com.
Before you go out on such
a drive there are
a few pointers which you
might like to keep in
mind in the planning stage.

Make sure the route has
been
well recced for horses and
carriages

routes on a map can often
be a good way to
start planning a route although
you still need to
be happy the tracks are suitable
for horses and
carriages.

First consider what would
be an ideal number
and that you are all sympathico.
Too many
turnouts and it quickly becomes
cumbersome,
even unmanageable, with
people either having
trouble keeping up or those
in the front getting
frustrated (and horses cold)
while they wait for
stragglers. If you have travelled
some distance
for the drive and plan to be
away overnight, that
might also be a consideration.
It can de difficult

and vehicles, where horseboxes
can be left safely without inconvenienci
ng
others. Then study where
you could stop for a
picnic if the drive goes over
a number of hours
or, if the plan is to stop at
a pub, does it have
facilities to secure horses
safely?
If you are recceing a route,
keep
things in mind as well as looking all these
for good
scenery and a good circuit.
A round-trip is
somehow much more satisfying
than
and-straight-back route. Checking a thereout cycle

ay with
Going on holid e
rs
your harness ho
It would be crazy not to do
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this; you need to

2016
to try some
rages you October
Emily Ham encou
g camp
involved at a drivin

thing new with

You can fix a route into a
satnav mounted on
Forestry Commission at Th
the front of your carriage
e Queen’s House,
and follow that, or you
Lyndhurst, Hants, SO43 7NH.
could use one to record a
drive you do following
Tel: 02380
283141, Fax: 02380 283929.
others so that you have it
email: enquiries.
in place should you
southern@forestry.gsi.gov.uk
want to do it again. (A Garmin
The current
was used on the
costs are £20.00 for 1 month,
drive, the outlines of which
£50.00 for 1
follow; equally you
year, or £140.00 for 3 years.
could download one of the
The application
route planner apps
form can be downloaded
onto your smart phone and
at www.forestry.
use that.) Screens
gov.uk/pdf/NF_Pony_cart.pd
of satnavs will often show
f/$FILE/
your speed, which
NF_Pony_cart.pdf
can be useful if you are using
a drive - or part
• A gate key – issued by
thereof - as a training session
the same department
for your
for which they charge a deposit
And at the press of a button/screen, horse.
of £30.
you can find
• A third party insurance
the shortest way home should
Do you need permits
policy as provided by
some emergency
the BDS if you are a member,
occur or if the weather simply
or equivalent if
gets untenable.
and/or keys?
not. The FC may ask to see
If you join OS for a small
evidence of your
fee, you have access
insurance when issuing a
to their App. This allows you
As many off-road drives of
permit.
to access maps
any length will be
• A map (but see Map or
which you can download
in areas such as the New Forest
Satnav above). We
to
your phone for
in Hampshire
advise using the Ordnance
easy following on a drive.
or the Forest of Dean in Gloucestershir
Survey ‘Explorer
As we said earlier, the
e you
OL22’ which shows the cycle
plan is to make these and
generally need to obtain a
routes with an
other drives available
key for forest gates
orange dotted line which
to people on the new Equifor
and perhaps also a permit.
are all driveable.
website, where
Details for the New
• Your permit allows you
you will also be able to get
Forest are outlined below
to drive on all
some more savvy
- make enquiries for
gravelled and ‘man-made’
technical data on accessing
elsewhere before you go. Someone
tracks, some of
routes and so on.
near the front
which are not cycle routes.
Incidentally, the website will
of the drive should carry a
Please do not
also give exciting
key to unlock gates
drive on any unmade-up
details of a new brand of harness
and, in an ideal world, someone
tracks; this risks
which we hope
near the back
revocation of your permit
to feature in an upcoming
should also have one to lock
CAMPS
and may
ING
issue.
cause
up when the last
DRIV
the FC to withdraw current
person is through.
permissions for
carriage drivers.
New Forest
• Before setting out, we
The drive outlined below
Map or Satnav?
advise checking
is through the New
whether your proposed route
Forest, north-west of Lyndhurst
There are many among us
or car park is
and was
who still love the
closed (for maintenance, timber
undertaken in early June
study of a paper map - OS
in not altogether
operations,
are definitely
seasonal winter closure etc).
clement weather, as the pictures
ones to use for these drivesweather with athe
Up to date
bear witness!
of the good (see more info
advatage
We
are
indebted
below).
horse,
Taking
However,
to
Hampshire BDS member,
Right:
modern
your harnesscan also
with technology
track
Above top left: The view overlooking
Peter Burrows, who reccied
fieldside
a help
- whatever the joys?of a paper
the New Forest
the route and
drive outbedown
map,
with New Forest Ponies running
provided invaluable help
spendit ainweekend
trying to to
follow
in the distance.
the
with the directions. He
the pouring rain,
with
what better way
even
if
Bottom left: A rather damp
way to have fun
also points out that you need
it
is in aare
an ideal
plastic
picnic stop. Right: The New
holder,
the following to
will bring its own soggy
Camps
Below: frustrations.
Forest is bounded by gates
drive in the New Forest:
so remember to wait until
whole family
the gates have been locked
• A driving permit – obtained
behind you and everybody
from the
is back

Choose your companions
carefully

Above: Setting out for the
drive and inset: a map
consultation is always a good
idea
October 2016

a look at
this summer, with
your carriage horse

October 2016 of timings on the outdoor
more.
the complexities
ing and so so much
marathon, steward to places of interest as well
trips
There might be
as out to local taverns. a camp to suit
It’s true to say there’s age, ability or focus.
r your
everyone whateve
a highlight of the
is
camp
For many drivers
always best to
its popularity it’s
.
year and due to
save disappointment
book in early to

what’s

with
Staying away
ty
Driving Socie

be turn
venues there may
although at some
equines, or if
well socialised
out in a field for
be on site
centre there could
and
at an equestrian
.
ith longer days
similar facilities
weather
and for
stabling and other
are mixed ages
hopefully better
nities
Most driving camps friends and family
upon us, the opportu
driving
ey are
waiting
all abilities. Non
for driving are
ged to join in. Th
things
members are encoura
are also more
to be seized. Few
helpers! There
where you
excellent as extra
disabled
le than a holiday
such as those for
cannot
are more enjoyab
specialist camps
more senior driversevery day. If you
quiet country lanes. usually offer camps
young drivers or
exciting
can drive a carriage
clubs
drivers,
the
of
camps!”
trials
y
ge
Driving
“wrinkl
advanta
on hand and the
get abroad to take
as travelling
affectionately dubbed
are usually
advertised, such
where there is training e, cones and obstacles.
more senior drivers
the
and
and
While
holidays you see
dressag
skills,
four through Bavaria and
dent, young drivers
chance to drive
wanting to practice
with a coach and
completely indepen
are camps
ent able bodied
It is ideal for those
locations, there
friendly
require compet
other stunning
l places
new and a very
disabled drivers
to go to
or try something
If you are keen
ds in many beautifu
novices –
driving weeken
set up even for
adults to help out.
very much
environment and
equines – to
your help will be
across Britain.
backsteppers or
camp and assist,
of volunteer
away with your
whether drivers,
ere are all sorts
Th
Horse
ated.
A wonderful holiday
dence.
British
actual
appreci
confi
the
through the
people’s
learn and gain
to helping with
d to fit in with
horse can be sourced k) and through the
roles in addition
Often over a weeken
hs.org.u
a great break
tive
Society (www.b
camps can offer
turnouts.
benefit from informa
Breakfast for Horses and
work schedules,
occasions.
At camp you can
website Bed and
s.co.uk)
are always sociable
and in depth
in routine and
reakfastforhorse
relaxed down
demonstrations
te
(www.bedandb
that detail
talks, practical
key with lots of
on or
us internet sites
Camaraderie is
aspects that contribus,
cally
there are numero
and talking – whetherlarge
looks at different
– different carriage
time, chilling out
s with options specifi search
congregate in a
equine holiday
to carriage driving
your driving
carriage. People
if you enter the
feeding
the
around
off
ance,
open
driving,
the
for carriage
carriage mainten
UK”. There
se, or out in
for horse/driver/
and
holidays in the
tent or clubhou
useful equipment
the
“carriage driving
fire. BBQs are popular
equine,
facilities to
from
g
the
camp
..
l
have
schoolin
a cheerfu
which
to deliver..
fitting,
are holiday lets
g a small
are always happy
groom, harness
show, rein
drivers, enablin
local take-aways
on the menu
pping, the driven
welcome carriage
the new
ground, backste
food is definitely
go for different
coaching style,
lled with
to meet up and
so delicious hot
n. Cold boxes fi
in the New
group of friends
handling and driving how to walk courses,
There are several
and a main attractio brought along (on tap)
e test,
Many
s,
drives in the area.
season’s dressag
national parks.
high!
cans, or even barrels
best routes in obstacle
Forest and other
flowing, and spirits tent,
investigating the
behaved
keep refreshments
also welcome well
your own
Camping with
BDS often include
dogs, so you can
and bringing
organised by the
lorry
or
Camps
Below:
caravan
g is the
out along
your own corrallin
delightful drives
usual option,

W

off again
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TRADES & SERVICES, BUY

& SELL

TRADES & SERVICES,

Horses & Ponies

Carriages

Calendar
Our beautiful calendar is so popular we
often sell out; it’s also sent out free to all
our subscribers who can’t wait for it to
drop through their letterbox along with
the December issue! With all the main
carriage driving events for the year, some
wonderful carriage driving imagery
and handy space to write day-to-day
activities, it’s become a firm favourite in
the Carriage Driving stable!

& ACCESSORIES

FENIX PANELLED DUAL

15.2HH QUALITY

PURPOSE FLYER

QUALITY HARNESS FOR AN

SUE BARRACLO
UGH HAS PLACES

Take The Reins

Sue Barraclough has
places available.

offering everything you
Hampshire based Zilco distributor,
including harness sets/Parts/Driving
need for carriage driving,
and Competition items.
Bits/ FLECK Driving Whips/Clothing in stock
are now
USG Level 3 Body Protectors
available.
secondhand harness also
Monthly special Offers &
Donkey Harness Fitting Specialist

AFFORDABLE PRICE!

Please email or

Services

Driving equipment

Harness
Leather, Synthetic, & Nylon
available in all combinations.

LANDAU COMMERCI
AL HORSE DRAWN

Travel in style in this
secondhand
glass Landau with
its silver leather
tailored upholstery
and handcrafted
woodwork.
Its double leather hood
can be removed
to reveal a glass roof
or the full hood
is removable.
It has front and rear
brakes with a rear
groom’s seat. Suitable
for heavyweight
horses as it weighs
850 kilos.
Comes with shafts
and pole and ready
for

For full details tel:
07711 617148
kathy@westyorkshiredog
rescue.co.uk

nadoo.fr
For full details apply to nina.matthews@wa
or tel 0033 (0) 5535 06004

of competitive
Due to the high demands
harness is our
drivers the standard of our
worldwide we
priority. Together with drivers
keeping
produce quality driving equipment,
developments
up to date with the continuous
in the driving world.

work. Suitable for

CARRIAGE

16.2-18 hh; £7,500

call rene@reneuk
.com 07850 385499

Driving Equipme

AVAILABLE.

nt

Take The Reins

Hampshire based
Zilco distributor,
offering everything
need for carriage
you
driving, including
harness sets/Parts/Drivi
Bits/ FLECK Driving
Whips/Clothing
ng
and Competition
USG Level 3 Body
items.
Protectors are now
in stock
Monthly special
Offers & secondhand
harness also available.
Donkey Harness
Fitting Specialist
Contact: Joanne
Parrett
Tel: 02392 632705
- Mobile: 07472
448765
Email: sales@take-thereins.co.uk www.take-thereins.co.uk

Caring, professional
approach to breaking
& re-schooling horses
& ponies to harness.

Contact: Joanne Parrett
07472 448765
Tel: 02392 632705 - Mobile:
uk
uk www.take-the-reins.co.
Email: sales@take-the-reins.co.

Please call Sue on
07771 856299
or email susanbarrac
lough@btinternet.com

k
arness.co.u
www.idealh
agent in the U.K.
website for your nearest ”ideal”

BUY & SELL

Carriages

LIGHTWEIGHT

COB
James is a 15.2hh
quality
8 years old with superb lightweight cob
paces and no feather. conformation and
Good to catch,
bath, shoe, with dogs,
with horses,
extremely friendly.
He is
started long reining, ridden and just
proving bold and
forward going, he
learns
and accepts everything. very quickly
Good
traffic with a companion in medium
horse.
Wintered out with
rugs, but stabled
at night. His calm
and kindness make
temperament
him an ideal driving
horse. £1750

Interchangeable between single
13.2-14.2hh and Shetland
(full size) pairs. AS NEW. Used
three times. (Located in France)
Buyer to organise and pay
shipment costs. Additional single
and
seat (damaged). Paid £5600
asking for sensible oﬀers.
Carriage similar to the image

Check our

Transpor t

HAYLING HORS
EBOXES
Calendar 2017
FREE FOR SUBSCRIBERS

activities
Never miss driving events and
£9.99).
with our 2017 calendar (worth
to receive
Subscribe by November 25, 2016
be sent with
your free calendar which will
December 2016 edition*.
iage-driving
www.magsubscriptions.com/carr

0800 137 201

the affordable horsebox

company

All vehicles given
a full
service and 12 months
MOT INCLUDED
IN
THE PRICE!

Man 7.5 ton 2007

Tuesday

Saturday

Friday

Thursday

Wednesday

This is just a small

JANUARY 2017

Telephone 01722 716996 www.carriage-driving.com
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29

model. 3 horse with

overnight living. £20k

example of our current
Part exchanges welcome pre-owned stock, many more
are available.
www.haylinghorseboxes.
com

Sunday

1

30

New Year’s Day

NEW HORSEB
OXES
YOUR SPECIFI BUILT TO
CATION
Many types of lorries

available including:
Mercedes, Leyland
Boxvans, Flat, Dropside
DAF & Renault
& Polo Spec
Three horse with
living - to ten horse
with full living

Hayling Truck Centre,

Home Farm, Havant
Road, Hayling Island,
07808 057497 or
Hampshire PO11
0RJ
0239 Daniel
haylingtruckcentre@live.
2468345
Williams driving the Tristar four-in-hand of warmbloods
co.uk www.hayling
road coach competing at the Royal Welsh Show
to the Tristarhorseboxes.
com

subscription
All subscribers with a current
*See p48-49 for more details.
calendar
2016 edition will receive a free
which includes the December

October 2016

Carriage Driving

FULL RANGE OF
LOW MILEAGE
USED CHASSIS
ALWAYS AVAILABLE
INCLUDING:
• Mercedes
• Iveco
• MAN
• Volvo
• Scania
• Leyland Daf
• Renault

55

14/11/2016 17:10
CD Calendar 2017.indd 14

September 2016

Photo: Kevin Wright

We provide the perfect resource for
buying and selling driving horses,
harnesses, and carriages, as well as
advertising any of your carriage driving
services and shows.
• 70% of our readers actively use our
directory to search for carriages and
carriage accessories

on their vehicle before setting

ve days of
BDS camps is fi
One of the longest
lanes and
around the quiet
carriage driving
popular event
Shropshire. This
on the
byways of south
year in July, starting
Show.
takes place every
g the Royal Welsh
with
Saturday followin
Bryan
on
in Brampt
It is held on a farm ary stables on site and the
camping and tempor to provide all the facilities
hall
use of the village
able.
to make life comfort er year, enjoying
aft
in
Many come year
taking
and
old friends
an early
meeting up with
. Each day after
the delightful scenerys set out on a full day’s
breakfast the turnout stop for a picnic lunch.
a scenic
rally drive with
tea and a
lunch, afternoon
the
bring
Caterers provide
and
day
supper every
of horses
hearty cooked
stop. All manner
picnics to the rest
the drives are
have to be fit as
take part, but all
cover close
long so they will
nearly 20 miles
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Our advertisers say...

We are always keen to tailor our advertising message and target
equestrian disciplines directly, which is why Carriage Driving magazine
has been valuable in helping us reach this specialist audience.”
Jane Buchan, Baileys Horse Feeds

A well-presented and informative magazine: the place to go to read
interesting and/or instructional articles or to find adverts relating
to all aspects of driving equipment.
Fiona, Director, Carriage House Insurance

Magazine advertisement rates
Position

Advert specification

1 Issues

4 Issues

6 Plus Issues

£1,135

£1,115

£800

(w) 420mm x (h) 297mm
(Add a 3mm bleed)

Full-page

£635

£615

£423

Full-page

Half-page

£385

£365

£257

Quarter page

£235

£215

£157

DPS

DPS

(w) 210mm x (h) 297mm
(Add a 3mm bleed)

Half-page landscape

(w) 186mm x (h) 126mm

Half-page portrait

All rates subject to vat (unless vat exempt)

(w) 90mm x (h) 255mm

Includes the digital format magazine with hyperlinks.

Quarter-page

(w) 90mm x (h)126mm

Cancellation six weeks prior to publication date

2018/19 production schedule
Cover date

Editorial submissions
deadline

Advertisement booking and
ad copy deadline

Publication
(on sale) date

Feb 18

10.01.18

11.01.18

26.01.18

Mar 18

07.02.18

08.02.18

23.02.18

Apr 18

14.03.18

15.03.18

30.03.18

May 18

11.04.18

12.04.18

27.04.18

Jun 18

09.05.18

10.05.18

25.05.18

Jul 18

13.06.18

14.06.18

29.06.18

Aug 18

11.07.18

12.07.18

27.07.18

Sep 18

13.08.18

15.08.18

31.08.18

Oct 18

12.09.18

13.09.18

28.09.18

Nov 18

10.10.18

18.10.18

26.10.18

Dec 18

14.11.18

15.11.18

30.11.18

Jan 19

05.12.18

06.12.18

21.12.18

Feb 19

09.01.19

10.01.19

25.01.19

Mar 19

06.02.19

07.02.19

22.02.19
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